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Abstract In this paper, we present a unified numerical

framework for granular modelling. A constitutive model

capable of describing both quasi-static and dynamic

behaviours of granular material is developed. Two types of

particle interactions controlling the mechanical responses,

frictional contact and collision, are considered by a

hypoplastic model and a Bagnold-type rheology relation,

respectively. The model makes no use of concepts like

yield stress or flow initiation criterion. A smooth transition

between the solid-like and fluid-like behaviour is achieved.

The Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics method is

employed as the unified numerical tool for both solid and

fluid regimes. The numerical model is validated by simu-

lating element tests under both quasi-static and flowing

conditions. We further proceed to study three boundary

value problems, i.e. collapse of a granular pile on a flat

plane, and granular flows on an inclined plane and in a

rotating drum.

Keywords Bagnold rheology � Granular material �
Hypoplasticity � Rotating drum � Smoothed

Particle Hydrodynamics � Solid/fluid transition

1 Introduction

Granular materials are widely involved in various industry

processes and natural phenomena. In industry, one is often

interested in the granular flow capacity through complex

geometry without blockage [32], as well as the forces

exerting on structures [13]. In the field of geophysics,

landslides and debris flows are natural hazards possessing

great threat to human society. It is therefore important to

predict the flowing mass, velocity, run-out distance and

impact force of these hazards on structures. An appropriate

constitutive model and an adequate numerical method

capable of providing high-quality simulation of granular

media are of great interest.

As granular materials are collections of rigid macro-

scopic particles, the discrete element method (DEM), based

on elementary mechanical principals idealized from parti-

cle interactions [14, 47], is considered suitable for granular

modelling. However, the DEM traces the motion and

mechanical response of each particle, which makes the

computational cost still prohibitive in real-scale industrial

and geophysical simulations. On the other hand, in tradi-

tional continuum approaches, granular materials are con-

sidered as continuum media and can be described using

constitutive models and field variables. Therefore, the

reliability of continuum approaches largely depends on

how exact the constitutive models are in portraying the

granular behaviours.

It is well known that, depending on the geometry and

loading condition, a granular body can behave like a solid

or liquid [22, 15]. Many works have been carried out to

study the granular behaviours in the two distinct regimes.

Theories of soil mechanics, e.g. elastoplasticity and

hypoplasticity, capture the salient behaviours of granular
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materials in the quasi-static solid-like regime. Constitutive

models for the quasi-static regime are usually rate-inde-

pendent, making them inappropriate for the modelling of

granular flows. Rate-dependent viscoplastic models con-

sider viscous strain in the post-failure regime and usually

describe a progressive evolution from plastic flow to vis-

cous flow [39]. However, previous studies show that a

granular flow can happen without satisfying the failure

condition [39, 16, 25] and sometimes is characterized by an

abrupt solid/fluid transition [18, 2]. On the other hand,

models using a viscous relation based on fluid dynamics

are widely used to simulate the flow regime. For instance,

non-Newtonian rheology finds its application in granular

flow modelling [20, 40]. Another example of granular

rheology, more elaborated and sophisticated, is the lðIÞ
model based on dimension analysis and experimental

observations [2, 24]. The lðIÞ model draws much attention

recently in granular flow simulations [11, 46, 5]. Usually,

in numerical simulations, a granular rheology is used

together with a yield stress. Around the yield stress, the

viscosity changes drastically from a low physical value to

an artificial numerical one. The issue for granular rheology

is that the quasi-static solid material behaviours inside the

yield surface are undefined.

In industrial and geophysical problems, the granular

flows often consist of flowing and stagnant regions. In

these two regions, the material can be described with the

models mentioned above from soil mechanics and fluid

dynamics, respectively. A straightforward approach is to

model the two regimes with different material models. This

method requires complex numerical techniques making use

of different solvers for solid and fluid. Identification of the

solid/fluid interfaces is also necessary. Moreover, the solid/

fluid transition needs to be explicitly given to capture the

evolution of solid/fluid interfaces. Therefore, a more

rational way is to unify the solid-like and fluid-like

responses as well as the solid/fluid transition in one single

constitutive model. A few efforts have been proposed

[1, 17, 9], by including rate-dependency in conventional

elastoplastic models. In these models, flows can happen

only after yielding. One noteworthy model is presented in

[39, 38], which is a combination of an elastoplastic model

and a Bingham rheology. In this model, viscous flows can

be activated before the plastic limit criterion being reached

by checking the second-work instability [16]. Nevertheless,

the development of well-established unified relations

describing both solid-like and fluid-like behaviours of

granular materials is still an ongoing undertaking.

Granular flow modelling also has some special require-

ments for numerical methods. An eligible method should be

capable of simulating problems of solid mechanics and fluid

dynamics at the same time with an acceptable complexity.

Both large deformation of solids and free surface flow of

fluids need to be modelled. Conventional grid-based

numerical methods such as finite element method (FEM)

and finite differential method (FDM) have difficulty in

taking such task. Recently developed particle-based meth-

ods, e.g. Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH), material

point method (MPM) and particle FEM (PFEM), are more

suitable for granular modelling. Nevertheless, previous

studies apply either rate-independent models for quasi-sta-

tic state [7, 36, 30], or pure rheology models for flow regime

[11]. Unified numerical modelling of granular media still

calls for further investigation.

In this paper, we present a unified modelling of granular

media using the SPH method. A rational yet simple con-

stitutive relation capable of describing solid-like, fluid-like

and solid/fluid transition behaviours of granular materials is

adopted. The constitutive model makes use of a hypoplastic

model and an extended 3-D Bagnold-type relation. It cap-

tures the failure and critical state properties of granular

materials in the quasi-static regime, as well as the viscous

behaviour and collision-induced dilatation in dynamic

granular flows. The meshfree SPH method is employed as it

proves applicable in both large deformation analysis and

fluid dynamics. SPH kernel gradient renormalization is

applied to treat the particle inconsistency, thus improve the

accuracy. We first validate the unified method with element

tests. Some granular flow problems with common config-

uration are then numerically simulated.

2 A unified constitutive model for granular
materials

2.1 Constitutive model framework

Two main interactions between individual granular parti-

cles are friction and collision [43, 8]. In the quasi-static

regime, the interparticle frictional forces give rise to rate-

independent Coulomb-type plastic behaviour. On the other

hand, in the dynamic flow state, a notable part of stress

comes from the moment transfer in the interparticle colli-

sion. This collision-induced stress is rate-dependent. A

unified model should consider the friction and collision

behaviours within a single framework. Previous works on

unified models usually make use of viscoplastic models

[1, 38], where a decomposition in the granular kinematics

is assumed, i.e. the strain is decomposed into elastic, plastic

and viscous parts. In this work, we employ a decomposi-

tion of stress rather than strain, namely

r ¼ rfriction þ rcollision ð1Þ

where r is the Cauchy stress tensor, the subscripts ‘friction’

and ‘collision’ indicate corresponding stress parts, respec-

tively. The two stress parts take their effects simultaneously,
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regardless of the flow state. Namely, the model makes no

explicit distinction between quasi-static state and dynamic

flow state. The solid/fluid transition is realized by the cou-

pled evolution of the two stress parts. To obtain a concrete

formulation, several restrictions should be imposed on the

constitutive equation (1). Firstly, the rate-dependent part

rcollision should vanish automatically or be negligibly small in

the quasi-static state, as there is little particle collision.

Secondly, the frictional part rfriction should cease to exist in

granular gasification, where the collision is the dominate

interaction. Thirdly, the resulting constitutive relation

should be able to capture the salient behaviours of granular

materials both in quasi-static and flow regimes.

A hypoplastic model and an extended Bagnold-type

rheology are employed to formulate the unified model. For

this purpose, Eq. (1) is rewritten as

r ¼ rh þ rv ð2Þ

where rh and rv denote the hypoplastic (frictional contact)

and dynamic viscous (collision) stress parts, respectively.

2.2 Quasi-static solid-like response

Hypoplastic constitutive models are based on nonlinear

tensorial functions with the major advantage of simple

formulation and few parameters. In this paper. we will

embark on the first hypoplastic model with critical state

proposed by Wu et al. [51]. Recently, some improved

hypoplastic models have been available [27, 45], which

aim to improve the dependence of stiffness on pressure and

density. However, such models are rather complex in for-

mulation with more model parameters. Since the initiation

of granular flow is mainly dictated by failure rather than

deformation, the original model by Wu et al. with its

simple formulation and few parameters offers a better

choice for the unified modelling of granular media.

Let _e ¼ ½rvþ ðrvÞT�=2 be the strain rate tensor, the

hypoplastic model with critical state [51] has the following

form

�rh ¼ c1ðtrrhÞ _eþ c2
trðrh _eÞrh

trrh

þ c3
rhrh

trrh
þ c4

r�hr
�
h

trrh

� �
k _e k Ie

ð3Þ

In the above equation, trð�Þ denotes the trace of the

enclosed tensor, k _e k¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
trð _e : _eÞ

p
stands for the Euclidean

norm, and r�h ¼ rh � ðtrrh=3ÞI is the deviatoric part of the
hypoplastic stress tensor. The four material parameters c1,

c2, c3 and c4 can be obtained from laboratory tests or

calculated from the commonly used material parameters:

initial elastic moduli Ei, initial Poisson ratio li, frictional
angle / and dilation angle w [50].�rh is the Jaumann stress

rate used to keep frame objectivity in large deformation,

which is defined as

�rh ¼ _rh þ rh _x� _xrh ð4Þ

where _rh is the hypoplastic Cauchy stress rate, and the spin

tensor _x is defined as _x ¼ ½rv� ðrvÞT�=2.
The hypoplastic model (3) takes the critical state con-

cept into consideration by using the density function Ie

Ie ¼ ða� 1ÞDc þ 1 ð5Þ

where a is a material constant and Dc is the modified

relative density

Dc ¼
ecrt � e

ecrt � emin
ð6Þ

where e, emin and ecrt are the initial, minimum and critical

void ratio, respectively. Based on laboratory tests, the

critical void ratio ecrt and material constant a can be related

to the stress level [51]

a ¼ q1 þ q2expðq3trrhÞ; ecrt ¼ p1 þ p2expðp3trrhÞ ð7Þ

The parameters p1 � p3 and q1 � q3 can be obtained by

fitting the experimental data.

The constitutive model (3) captures the salient solid-like

behaviours of granular material, such as nonlinearity in

stress-strain relation, loading path dependence, stress level

dependence of friction angle and dilatancy and critical state

behaviour [51]. It covers the whole spectrum of granular

from loose to dense packing. Unlike elastoplastic models,

the employed model makes no distinction between the

elastic and plastic ranges. The strain decomposition and

complex stress integration algorithms are unnecessary

when using the hypoplastic model. Therefore, numerical

implementation can be greatly simplified. It is noteworthy

that although the hypoplastic model is developed without

recourse to plasticity theory, some widely-accepted con-

cepts, such as failure surface and flow rule, may be

obtained as natural outcomes [52–54]. Figure 1 shows the

failure surface and flow rule derived from the hypoplastic

model. The failure surface in 3-D principal stress space is a

conical surface, close to the failure surface of Mohr–

Coulomb plastic criterion but without singularities. The

plastic flow directions in Fig. 1b indicate that the flow rule

of the employed hypoplastic model is non-associative.

2.3 Extended 3-D Bagnold-type rheology

Many rheology models have been used in granular flow

modelling, from simple Bingham model [39, 38, 26] to

more sophisticated ones [24, 46, 1]. These models consider

the combined frictional and collisional interactions from a

phenomenological point of view by a single viscosity
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coefficient. In our model, the dynamic part only accounts

for the collision interaction; therefore, the viscous relations

mentioned above are inappropriate.

Bagnold [4] studied a gravity-free dispersion of wax

spheres sheared in Newtonian fluids and found that the

shear stress-strain relation falls into two ranges, i.e. the

macro-viscous range and grain-inertia range. In the macro-

viscous range, the viscosity of interstitial fluids affects the

granular shear stress significantly. However, it is observed

that the shear stress in grain-inertia range is independent of

the interstitial fluid viscosity. According to [4, 44, 3], the

grain-inertia range corresponds to fast shear stage in the

experiments, where the particle collision dominates the

bulk behaviour and dissipation of the flow kinetic energy.

Experiments [4, 3] and theoretical analyses [41, 23] sug-

gest a quadratic dependence of shear stress on shear strain

rate in a simple shear configuration

sxz ¼ kv
dvx

dz

� �2

ð8Þ

where kv is a coefficient related to particle size, density and

volume fraction, and x, z are Cartesian coordinates.

Moreover, a collision-induced pressure pv, termed

dispersive pressure, is found proportional to the shear

stress in rapid shearing [4, 3]

pv ¼ sxz= tan ai ð9Þ

where tan ai denotes the ratio between the shear stress and

dispersive pressure in the grain-inertia fluid range, and ai is
a material constant. As the above relations are obtained in

very high shear rates without confining pressure, they can

be viewed as mechanical responses caused solely by par-

ticle collisions. Therefore, these relations are adopted in the

unified model to account for the particle collision in the

flowing state.

The simple shear models (8) and (9) need to be extended

to tensorial form for 3-D problems. A general form for non-

Newtonian fluids may take the form [43, 48]

rv ¼ a1I þ a2 _e ð10Þ

where rv is the dynamic stress part in Eq. 2 and I stands for

the unit tensor. The coefficients are

ai ¼ fiðID; IID; IIID;C;rCÞ; i ¼ 1; 2 ð11Þ

where ID ¼ trð _eÞ, IID ¼ ½ðtr _eÞ2 � trð _e2Þ�=2 and IIID ¼ det _e

are three invariants of the strain rate tensor and C is the solid

volume fraction. Following the general form, we propose an

extended Bagnold-type rheology for granular flows

rv ¼ � 4kv

tan ai
k _e� k

� �
I þ 4kv

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k _e� k

p� �
_e� ð12Þ

where _e� ¼ _e� ðtr _e=3ÞI is the deviatoric part of the strain

rate tensor. It can easily be shown that for a simple shear

flow this constitutive model is reducible to the relations

Eqs. (8) and (9). According to Eq. (12), the dynamic stress

tensor rv consists of an isotropic pressure part and a pure

shear stress part. The origin of these two stress parts is that

there are two types of kinetic energy in rapid granular

flows, respectively, the kinetic energy associated with the

main velocity and the fluctuation of individual particle

velocity. The mean kinetic energy is in the direction of the

granular flow, resulting to the shear stress tensor in

Eq. (12). On the other hand, the kinetic energy associated

with random velocity fluctuations is isotropic, which gives

rise to the dispersive pressure. In fast flows dominating by

particle collision, these two stress parts can be related by a

constant ai [4, 3].

2.4 The unified model for granular materials

Combining the frictional and collisional contributions

Eqs. (3) and (12), we obtain the following unified consti-

tutive model

r ¼
Z

_rhdt þ � 4kv

tan ai
k _e� k

� �
I þ 4kv

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k _e� k

p� �
_e�

ð13Þ

The integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (13) is the his-

tory-dependent hypoplastic stress part for the frictional

contacts, while the remaining parts are the rate-dependent

stress part for the collisions in rapid granular flows. We

couple these two stress parts directly, because the dynamic

rate-dependent part is negligibly small in the quasi-static

state, and the frictional part ceases in rapid flows domi-

nated by particle collision. We will show in Sect. 4.2 that

in certain circumstances, i.e. sand liquefaction and granular

gasification, the contribution of the hypoplastic stress part

virtually vanishes.

In general granular problems where particle interactions

possibly include friction and collision, both the stress parts

Fig. 1 Failure surface and flow rule derived from the constitutive

Eq. (3): a failure surface; b flow rule on p-plane
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take effect simultaneously. The proportions of frictional

and collisional stresses depend on the kinematics, loading

and boundary conditions of flows. For instance, from very

slow motion to rapid flow, the dynamic part becomes more

and more significant. This results in an increase in the

dispersive pressure pv and a tendency of dilation, thus leads

to a relaxation in the normal stress of frictional contact.

Therefore, the hypoplastic stress part tends to decrease with

the increase of shear rate. This dynamic balance can be

achieved in numerical simulations.

The presented model bridges the granular solid-like and

fluid-like behaviours and achieves a natural solid/fluid

transition without any flow initiation criterion. The fric-

tional and collisional stress parts evolve concurrently

depending on the flow state, the loading and boundary

conditions. Complex concepts such as yield stress and

strain decomposition are not required in the model.

Therefore, the numerical implementation is simplified. The

unified model has 13 material parameters: c1 � c4 related to

hypoplasticity, emin, q1 � q3 and p1 � p3 for critical state,

and two parameters ai and kv for the dynamic part.

According to [4], the parameter kv can be further calculated

from particle density, particle diameter and solid volume

fraction.

3 SPH modelling of granular material

Granular flows often involve large deformation from solid

mechanics point of view and free surface flow from a fluid

dynamics perspective, which are cumbersome to handle

with conventional numerical methods. The meshfree and

Lagrangian properties of SPH make it an appealing method

for granular flow modelling [11, 7, 36, 37, 12].

3.1 The governing equations

In this paper, only dry granular flows are considered.

Therefore, the interstitial fluid is ignored and the granular

material is modelled as single phase medium. The gov-

erning equations for granular flows in the Lagrangian

description take the form

dq
dt

¼� qr � v ð14Þ

dv

dt
¼ 1

q
rrþ g ð15Þ

where dð�Þ=dt is the material derivative, q is the density of

the continuous medium, and g is the body force. The

governing equations consist of conservation of mass (14)

and momentum (15).

3.2 The SPH formulations

The SPH is a Lagrangian meshfree method with no com-

putational grid. The whole computational domain X is

discretized with a set of particles, which carry the physical

properties and computational variables, and move with

material velocities. By tracking the movement of the par-

ticles and the evolution of the carried variables, the con-

sidered problem can be solved numerically. Because the

SPH applies an updated Lagrangian formulation, large

deformation problems in solid mechanics as well as free

surface tracking in fluid dynamics are treated naturally. It is

therefore an excellent choice for the numerical modelling

of granular media, where the material may come across

large deformation in quasi-static motion, and rapid free

surface flow after failure.

We refer x ¼ ðx; y; zÞ as a spatial point. In the SPH

method, a field function f ðxÞ is approximated by the fol-

lowing convolution integral

hf ðxÞi ¼
Z
X
f ðx0ÞWðx� x0; hÞdx0 ð16Þ

The kernel function Wðx� x0; hÞ is a compact-supported

weighting function, where h is a smoothing length used to

control the support size of W. The kernel function used

through this paper is a Wendland C6 function [19, 49] for

which the compact support has a radius of 2h. The field

function’s spatial derivatives are obtained by substituting

rf ðxÞ into Eq. (16)

hrf ðxÞi ¼ �
Z
X
f ðx0ÞrWdx0 ð17Þ

In SPH discretization, each particle i has an associated

kernel function Wi centred at xi. Replacing the continuous

integrations in Eqs. (16) and (17) with particle summation,

the discrete approximations of the field function and its

derivatives are written as

f ðxiÞ ¼
Xn
j¼1

f ðxjÞWij

mj

qj
ð18Þ

rf ðxiÞ ¼
Xn
j¼1

f ðxjÞriWij

mj

qj
ð19Þ

where n is the number of particles within the support

domain of particle i and mj=qj denotes the volume of

material represented by particle j. Through SPH simula-

tions, the mass of a particle is usually constant but its

density can evolve according to the varying inter-particle

spacing, resulting to constantly changing particle volume.

riWij is the gradient of kernel function Wij evaluated at the

location xi.
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Many particle discretization forms of the governing

equations are available in the SPH literature. By numerical

experiments, we find that the following expressions give

rise to better results

dqi
dt

¼
Xn
j¼1

mjðvi � vjÞ � riWij ð20Þ

dvi

dt
¼
Xn
j¼1

ri

q2i
þ rj

q2j

 !
riWijmj þ gi ð21Þ

where r is the total stress tensor, consisting of the

hypoplastic stress part and the dynamic stress part.

The calculation of stress rate in the proposed constitu-

tive relation requires the velocity gradient, which can be

computed in the SPH as

rvi ¼
Xn
j¼1

ðvj � viÞ � riWij

mj

qj
ð22Þ

3.3 The correction of kernel gradient

The continuous SPH kernel interpolation in Eq. (16) theo-

retically ensures second-order accuracy for interior regions.

That is, constant and linear functions can be reproduced

exactly. However, thisC0 andC1 consistency are not always

satisfied in the SPH particle approximation, especially when

particle distributions are irregular, or the particle support

domain is truncated by boundaries [28]. This deficiency,

termed particle inconsistency, is the direct cause of the rel-

atively low accuracy and slow convergence rate in the

original SPH method. Usually the lack of C1 consistency is

more hazardous, because the discrete forms of the governing

Eqs. (20) and (21) all make use of the kernel gradient rW .

Many corrections have been proposed to improve the accu-

racy of kernel gradient approximation. In the present study,

we use the renormalization technique [6, 34] to enforce the

C1 consistency, which is briefly given as follows.

The gradient of the field function f ðxÞ can be rewritten as
rf ðxÞ ¼ rf ðxÞ � f ðxÞr1 ð23Þ

The continuous kernel approximation of the above

equation reads

hrf ðxÞi ¼
Z
X
f ðx0ÞrWdx0 � f ðxÞ

Z
X
rWdx0 ð24Þ

Performing the second-order Taylor expansion to the first

term on the right-hand side of Eq. (24), we haveZ
X
f ðx0ÞrWdx0 ¼ f ðxÞ

Z
X
rWdx0

þ
Z
X
ðx0 � xÞ � rWdx0

� �
rf ðxÞ

þ Oðh2Þ ð25Þ

Substituting the above equation into Eq. (24) gives

hrf ðxÞi ¼
Z
X
ðx0 � xÞ � rWdx0

� �
rf ðxÞ þ Oðh2Þ ð26Þ

From Eq. (26), we can see that the kernel approximations

of function gradient have second-order accuracy when the

following requirement is satisfied:Z
X
ðx0 � xÞ � rWdx0 ¼

1 0

0 1

� �
ð27Þ

In order to ensure C1 consistency in the SPH method, the

above requirement needs to be satisfied in discrete particle

approximation. This is achieved using the renormalization

technique, which employs the corrected kernel gradient

rCW such that at particle i

Xn
j¼1

ðxj � xiÞ � rC
i Wij

mj

qj
¼

1 0

0 1

� �
ð28Þ

where rC
i Wij ¼ LðxiÞriWij denotes the corrected kernel

gradient at particle i. L is the renormalization matrix in the

following form

LðxiÞ ¼

Xn

j¼1
ðxj � xiÞ

oWij

oxi

mj

qj

Xn

j¼1
ðxj � xiÞ

oWij

oyi

mj

qj
Xn

j¼1
ðyj � yiÞ

oWij

oxi

mj

qj

Xn

j¼1
ðyj � yiÞ

oWij

oyi

mj

qj

0
BBB@

1
CCCA

�1

ð29Þ

The corrected kernel gradient rWC is applied to

Eqs. (20), (21) and (22), replacing the original kernel

gradient rW . The employment of the corrected gradient

kernel ensures C1 consistency in the SPH method.

3.4 Numerical implementation and boundary

conditions

In the SPH method, the solution of granular flow prob-

lems is obtained by marching Eqs. (20) and (21) forward

in time starting from initial conditions. Many explicit

integration methods are available for this task. In this

paper, we employ a Predictor–Corrector scheme [21]. The

time step of the explicit solver is controlled by a com-

bination of the Courant condition and the maximum

acceleration [36]

Dt ¼ vCFL min
h

max k ai k
;
h

c

� �
ð30Þ

where ai ¼ dvi=dt is the particle acceleration, c is the

artificial speed of sound used to control the size of the time

step, and vCFL is the Courant condition coefficient. In this

paper, c and vCFL are taken as 80 m/s and 0.05,

respectively.
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In the unified model, the hypoplastic stress part is his-

tory-dependent. Therefore, the hypoplastic stress tensor rh
is calculated by integrating hypoplastic stress rate _rh using

the same Predictor–Corrector scheme. As long as the time

step is small enough, the direct stress integration of the

hypoplastic stress is accurate sufficiently [36]. Since there

is no explicit failure in hypoplasticity, complex stress

integration and return-mapping algorithms in elastoplas-

ticity are unnecessary.

Two kinds of boundary conditions are considered in this

paper, i.e. periodic boundary and non-slip solid boundary.

The periodic boundary condition in SPH is straightforward,

as shown in [11, 21]. The treatment of solid boundary

condition is still a challenge in SPH computations. In this

paper, we employ a boundary particle method developed

for geomechanical applications [35]. In this method, the

solid boundary is discretized with boundary particles,

which take part in the SPH approximation like real parti-

cles but keep fixed or move with prescribed motions. The

velocity and stress tensor at boundary particles are

extrapolated from the real granular particles. We find that

this boundary treatment method works properly in our

simulations.

4 SPH element tests

In this section, the proposed unified constitutive model and

the SPH implementation are validated using two element

tests. For simplicity, velocity restrictions are imposed on

SPH particles to reproduce a uniform deformation condi-

tion in the test sample, analogous to an element test in the

FEM.

4.1 Quasi-static undrained simple shear test

First we aim to test the unified model as well as the SPH

method at the quasi-static range. An undrained simple

shear test is simulated. It is widely known that saturated

sand specimens with different void ratio demonstrate three

types of stress-strain behaviour in undrained simple shear

tests, i.e. liquefaction, limited liquefaction and dilation

[10]. In real applications, the accurate modelling of these

phenomena is crucial because it determines whether a

subsequent material flow happens. The computational

setup is shown in Fig. 2, with a size of 0:1� 0:1 m. Peri-

odic boundary conditions are applied to reproduce a uni-

form shear deformation, where arbitrary large shear strain

can be modelled. The undrained condition is simulated by

keeping the volume fixed. Pore water is not considered, so

all stresses presented in the analysis are effective stress.

The constitutive parameters given in Table 1 are obtained

by referring to the experiments in [55]. The parameters kv

and ai for the flow range are assumed, because the exper-

iments are only performed with quasi-static loading.

Strictly speaking, kv depends on the initial void ratio.

However, the dynamic part is insignificant when shear rate

is low, so a fixed kv is used.

A velocity field of vx ¼ 0:01z and vz ¼ 0 m/s is imposed

on the particles as boundary condition for the element test,

which corresponds to a constant shear rate of _exz ¼ 0:5 %/

s, larger than that in the experiments. However, with the

applied shear rate the dynamic stress part is sufficiently

small (� 10�7 Pa), so numerically the simulation lies in

the quasi-static range. Five simulations with different ini-

tial void ratios are performed with a confining pressure

p0 ¼ 100 kPa. The numerical results are given in Fig. 3.

For the loose specimens, i.e. e ¼ 0:890 and e ¼ 0:865, the

strain-softening liquefaction can be observed. A residual

stress smaller than the peak stress is obtained in large shear

strain. At intermediate void ratio e ¼ 0:845, the stress in

large shear is only slightly smaller than the peak stress,

indicating a limited liquefaction. The specimens with lower

initial void ratio show no peak behaviour and tend to dilate

during shearing, resulting in a higher ultimate stress in

large shear strain. From Fig. 3b, it can be seen all the

specimens reach the failure line following different paths.

The modelling successfully captures the sand behaviours in

the quasi-static simple shear tests. Although the dynamic

part is calculated as well, in the low shear rate condition it

reduces to negligibly small value, thus the quasi-static

problem can be properly modelled.

4.2 Granular sheared in an annular shear cell

In this section, the experiments by Savage and Sayed [44]

with a cohesionless dry granular material sheared in an

annular shear cell are modelled. The experiments aim to

investigate the stress developed in rapid shearing dry

granular material. In the experiments, the height of the

specimens is maintained constant, corresponding to a fixed

Fig. 2 Computational setup for the undrained simple shear test.

Granular particles and boundary particles are marked blue and grey
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volume condition in the numerical modelling. The initial

normal stress ranges from 100 to 1500 Pa due to gravity,

thus p0 ¼ 500 Pa is chosen as the initial confining pressure

in the numerical simulations. We consider the first group of

experiments in [44], No. PS18 � PS21 with small poly-

styrene beads. The physical properties of the beads are:

particle density qs ¼ 1095 kg/m3, diameter ds ¼ 1:0 mm.

According to the geometry of the experimental apparatus,

the experiments can be modelled as an infinite simple shear

test with fixed volume. Therefore, the computational setup

displayed in Fig. 2 is again employed. The material

parameters used in the numerical modelling is given in

Table 2. Following the experiments, four simulations with

different solid volume fraction (hence different void ratio)

are performed. The solid volume fraction and corre-

sponding void ratio are given in Table 3.

In the numerical simulations a velocity field of vx ¼ 2jz
and vz ¼ 0 m/s is imposed, where j is the desired shear

rate. In this work, the range of shear rate j is 10 � 500. At

the beginning, the model is given a shear rate of j ¼ 10 for

0.5 s, to make sure that the granular flow fully develops and

the critical state is reached. Then j is linearly increased to

500 in 20 s. Due to the extremely large shear strain, any

stress part from the hypoplastic model is the residual stress

after critical state being reached.

Table 3 lists the residual stress from simulations with

different solid volume fraction after the first 0.5 s of

shearing. It can be seen that for C ¼ 0:461, C ¼ 0:483 and

C ¼ 0:504, the residual stresses are zero, corresponding to

a full liquefaction (or gasification since the interstitial fluid

is air). It means that the granular particles lose frictional

contact from a constitutive modelling point of view. For

the dense case C ¼ 0:524, a nonzero residual stress is

obtained regardless of the magnitude of shear strain.

According to [4], viscous coefficient kv can be calculated

Table 1 Constitutive parameters used in the simple shear test

c1 c2 c3 c4 emin p1 p2 p3 q1 q2 q3 kv ai
(–) (–) (–) (–) (–) (–) (–) (kPa�1) (–) (–) (kPa�1) (–) (	)

�50.0 �629.6 �629.6 1220.8 0.597 0.53 0.45 �0.0018 1.0 �0.4 �0.0001 0.01 35.0

Fig. 3 Simple shear tests with different initial void ratios

Table 2 Constitutive parameters used in the annular shear test

c1 c2 c3 c4 emin p1 p2 p3 q1 q2 q3 ai
(–) (–) (–) (–) (–) (–) (–) (kPa�1) (–) (–) (kPa�1) (	)

�50.0 �746.6 �746.6 1855.1 0.563 0.65 0.55 �0.11 1.0 �0.24 �0.013 27.0

Table 3 List of solid volume fraction C, void ratio e, residual stresses

and viscous coefficient kv in the four simulations

Solid volume fraction C 0.461 0.483 0.504 0.524

Void ratio e 1.169 1.070 0.984 0.908

rxz (Pa) 0.0 0.0 0.0 36.5

rzz (Pa) 0.0 0.0 0.0 83.2

kv 0.0018 0.0027 0.0041 0.0065
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from particle density qs, particle diameter ds and volume

fraction C. The obtained viscous coefficient kv for the four

simulations is also listed in Table 3. Since qs and ds are

constants for a granular material, the solid volume fraction

(void ratio) is significant to the granular flowing property

as it has great influence on kv.

The shear and normal stresses developed in rapid

shearing are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Following Savage and

Sayed [44], the non-dimensional shear rate and stress are

employed. The experimental results are well reproduced by

the numerical simulations in general. The agreement for

the normal stress is slightly better than that for the shear

stress. From Table 3, we know that frictional contacts

vanish in the three simulations with loose specimens pro-

vided the shear strain be large. As a consequence, only

particle collision contributes to the stress development.

This can also be observed from Figs. 4 and 5. The shear

rate-stress relationship is linear in the logarithm

coordinates for the three loose specimens, consistent with

the quadratic relationship used to calculate the dynamic

stress part. On the other hand, particular attention should be

paid to the case C ¼ 0:524 with dense specimen. In this

case, the frictional contacts and collisions contribute to the

stress development simultaneously. At low shear rate,

frictional contact is significant, resulting in nonzero resid-

ual stress. As the shear rate increases, the stress contributed

from collision becomes bigger and bigger. At high shear

rate, although the magnitude of the frictional stress is

unchanged, its proportion in the total stress declines. From

this element test, it can be seen that the evolution of stress

from the quasi-static state to rapid shear flow is correctly

modelled.

5 Application to boundary value problems

Two element tests are performed in Sect. 4, where the

velocity fields are prescribed to reproduce uniform defor-

mation conditions. The tests give preliminary validation of

our unified approach. In this section, the proposed unified

modelling method is applied to real granular flow

problems.

5.1 Granular flow on an incline

The problem of a granular mass on an incline is considered,

as shown in Fig. 6. The inclination is h, the granular mass

has a free surface and is subjected to gravity. The total

height of the granular mass is H. In this section, we study

characteristics of the granular flow on different

inclinations.

5.1.1 Analysis based on the unified model

For a static granular mass or a steady flow, the stress

components at arbitrary height z should be hydrostatic

rzz ¼ qgðH � zÞ cos h; rxz ¼ qgðH � zÞ sin h ð31Þ

where q is the bulk density. Now we proceed to calculate

the actual shear stress provided by the frictional contact in

Fig. 4 Dry granular flow with different solid volume fraction: shear

rate versus shear stress. The markers denote experimental data from

[44]

Fig. 5 Dry granular flow with different solid volume fraction: shear

rate versus normal stress. The markers denote experimental data from

[44] Fig. 6 Sketch-up of a granular flow on an inclined plate
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the plane parallel to the incline. The failure criterion in the

hypoplastic model Eq. (3) is of the rounded Mohr–Cou-

lomb type. Therefore, the failure of the material approxi-

mately follows the Mohr–Coulomb friction law. For an

infinite steady granular flow on the incline, we assume that

the failure slip lines are parallel to the plane. Therefore, the

maximum shear stress provided by the hypoplastic model

can be estimated as rhxz ¼ rhzz tan/, where / is the granular

internal friction angle. For the static state, the dynamic

stress part can be neglected. Therefore, the balance in the z

direction requires rzz ¼ rhzz ¼ qgðH � zÞ cos h. As a result,
the condition for static state is rxz ¼ rhxz 
 qgðH � zÞ sin h,
which means h�/.

When h[/, the granular mass starts to flow, generat-

ing a dynamic stress part. Under steady flow condition, by

examining the force balance we have

rzz ¼ qgðH � zÞ cos h ¼ rhzz þ rvzz; rvzz ¼ 4kv _e
2
xz= tan ai;

rhzz ¼ rzz � rvzz
ð32Þ

rxz ¼ qgðH � zÞ sin h ¼ rhxz þ rvxz ¼ rhzz tan/þ 4kv _e
2
xz

ð33Þ

In the steady granular flow, the stress consists of the con-

tributions from a frictional contact part and a collision part,

described by the hypoplastic model and the Bagnold-type

rheology, respectively. Owing to the steady flow assump-

tion, the strain rate tensor has only one nonzero component

_exz ¼ 0:5ovx=oz.

Based on Eqs. (32) and (33), we obtain the velocity

profile by solving a differential equation

A
ovx

oz

� �2

�B ðH � zÞ ¼ 0; A ¼ ð1� tan/= tan aiÞkv;

B ¼ qgðsin h� cos h tan/Þ
ð34Þ

Solving the above equation, we have the velocity profile

vxðzÞ ¼
2

3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B=A

p
ðH3=2 � ðH � zÞ3=2Þ ð35Þ

and its derivative

ovx

oz
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B=A

p
ðH � zÞ1=2 ð36Þ

The velocity profile, evolving as ðH � zÞ3=2, corresponds to
a Bagnold profile [11]. Once the velocity profile is

obtained, the hypoplastic and dynamic stress parts can be

calculated from Eqs. (32) and (33). Eqs. (35) and (36)

show that the velocity and shear rate increase with the

inclination h. Therefore, with increasing h, the normal and

shear stresses caused by collision become more significant.

The increase in normal stress gives rise to a trend of

dilation, tending to reduce the possibility of frictional

contact thus resulting in a decrease in the frictional (hy-

poplastic) stress part.

If we define a phenomenological frictional coefficient

l ¼ rxz=rzz, in steady shearing flow we can observe that

the coefficient l increases with h because the force balance

requires that l ¼ tan h. This increase in the phenomeno-

logical frictional coefficient is found in many tests, as well

as described by lðIÞ model by Jop et al. [24]. According to

classical explanations, this increase is the result of granular

dilation [1]. In the present work, this dilation can be

properly described by the combination of the hypoplastic

model and Bagnold-type rheology. The maximum incli-

nation h�, beyond which a steady shearing flow is impos-

sible, corresponds to a state of gasification where frictional

(hypoplastic) stresses disappear. To find this critical angle,

we have the following analysis. The force balance requires

that rxz=rzz ¼ tan h; the frictional behaviour described by

hypoplastic model is rhxz=r
h
zz ¼ tan/; in high speed shear,

the pure collision of granular material results to the relation

rvxz=r
v
zz ¼ tan ai. Therefore we have

tan h ¼ rxz
rzz

¼
rhxz þ rvxz

rzz
¼

ðrzz � rvzzÞ tan/þ rvzz tan ai
rzz

¼ tan/þ
rvzz
rzz

ðtan ai � tan/Þ

ð37Þ

In steady granular flows, the range of rvzz is 0� rvzz � rzz,
we can therefore obtain the range of h

/� h� ai ð38Þ

Only in this range steady dense granular flows can be

observed. Therefore, we have the critical inclination

h� ¼ ai. When h[ ai, frictional (hypoplastic) stress part

disappears. The shear stress provided by granular collisions

is insufficient to balance the driving force, so the granular

mass accelerates continuously and reaches a gasified state.

It is noteworthy that the obtained results are quite similar to

that from lðIÞ model [11], where the coefficients ls and ll
correspond to tan/ and tan ai, respectively.

One important assumption in the above analysis is

rhxz=r
h
zz ¼ tan/ at failure and subsequent flow state. When

describing granular flows in the framework of depth-av-

eraged equations, Savage and Hutter employ the same

assumption [42]. However, some discrete simulations

suggest that rhxz=r
h
zz ¼ sin/ [2, 56], indicating a different

failure slip line. Besides, the actual failure surface of the

hypoplastic model is slightly different from that of Mohr–

Coulomb model, which may result to minor violation of the

frictional law. Nevertheless, the above analysis process is

valid in principal, though the exact ratio between rhxz and

rhzz may be put to further discussion. Considering
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separately the friction and collision in granular flow gives

rise to interesting findings.

5.1.2 Numerical modelling

The numerical setups for the simulation of the steady

granular flow are shown in Fig. 7. The height of the

granular body is H ¼ 0:03 m. A square granular body is

modelled with periodic boundary condition. The material

constitutive parameters are given in Table 4. The

hypoplastic parameters c1 � c4 correspond to an internal

friction angle / ¼ 25	. The critical state parameters and

initial void ratio are chosen such that the residual friction

angle /r ¼ /, i.e. no softening or hardening occurs. Other

physical constants are granular diameter ds ¼ 1:1 mm,

particle density qs ¼ 1095 kg/m3. Three simulations with

varied slope angle h ¼ 26:0	, 27:5	 and 30:0	, are per-

formed. These angles lie in the range of /\h\ai, steady
granular flows are therefore expected (see Sect. 5.1.1). All

particles are at rest at the beginning of simulation. As

h[/, the shear force provided by particle friction cannot

balance the driving force. The granular mass starts to flow,

the dynamic stress part begins to develop. The two stress

parts evolve simultaneously, adjust continuously according

to the flowing state, loading conditions and boundary

conditions. Eventually, the flow reaches a steady shearing

state.

To compare flows with different inclinations, the fol-

lowing dimensionless variables are used in the analysis:

z� ¼ z=H; v�x ¼ ðvx=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gH

p
Þðds=HÞ; r� ¼ r=ðqgHÞ. Steady

granular flows are observed in all the tested inclinations in

numerical simulation. The velocity profiles are given in

Fig. 8. The analytical solutions in Sect. 5.1.1 are used as

the reference. The velocity changes in height show clearly

Bagnold profile. For all three inclinations, the numerical

results are in good agreement with the analytical solutions.

Figures 9 and 10 give the frictional contact (hypoplastic)

and collisional stresses, respectively. A systematic agree-

ment between the analytical and numerical results is

observed. The discrepancy is pronounced close to the

bottom, particularly on the profiles of frictional contact

stress. It can be found that as the inclination increases, the

frictional contact becomes less significant, and collisional

stress turns into the dominant one. The two stress parts

evolve simultaneously, automatically balancing the exter-

nal loading. The presented results can be regarded as a

validation of the numerical implementation of the unified

model within the SPH method.

5.2 Collapse of a granular pile

The collapse of a granular pile on a flat surface is studied in

this section. This problem has well-defined initial and

boundary conditions and has been studied experimentally

and numerically [7, 36, 29]. Previously numerical simula-

tions often apply rate-independent constitutive models,

thus do not consider the dynamic effect in granular flows.

The simulation is performed under plain strain condi-

tion. The initial geometry and boundary conditions are

shown in Fig. 11. A pile of granular material with 10 cm

height and 20 cm width is initially under static state.

Similar to a dam-break problem in fluid dynamics, after

suddenly releasing the confining gate, the granular pile

starts to collapse. The material properties are the same as

those used in Sect. 5.1 except c1 � c4. The parameters

c1 � c4 are taken as c1 ¼ �50, c2 ¼ �832:1, c3 ¼ �832:1

and c4 ¼ 2369:9, which correspond to a friction angle of

22	. The initial particle spacing is taken as 0.002 m, giving

rise to approximately 5000 particles.

From Eq. (12), we find that an equivalent viscosity can

be defined as g ¼ 2kv
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k _e� k

p
. The equivalent viscosity is

not only dependent on material properties, but also on the

granular kinematics. It is related to both viscous shear

stress and dispersive pressure. In quasi-static region, the

equivalent viscosity is negligibly small, thus it can be used

to distinguish the solid-like and fluid-like regions. Fig-

ure 12 shows the process of the collapse together with the

evolution of the equivalent viscosity g. The flowing area
Fig. 7 Numerical setups for the simulation of steady granular flow.

The colour scale represents the velocity field in h ¼ 26	

Table 4 Material parameters for the granular material on a inclined plate

c1 c2 c3 c4 emin p1 p2 p3 q1 q2 q3 kv ai
(–) (–) (–) (–) (–) (–) (–) (kPa�1) (–) (–) (kPa�1) (–) (	)

–66.7 –832.9 –832.9 1594.5 0.597 0.53 0.45 –0.0011 1.0 –0.4 –0.0001 0.1 33.0
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propagates from right to left. There exists a slip plane

above which the particle moves and below which particles

are generally at rest. The equivalent viscosity helps us

easily identify the flowing state. In the flow regions, sig-

nificant parts of stress components are developed by

particle collisions. To demonstrate the evolution of

dynamic stress in the collapse, in Fig. 13, we show the

percentage of the dynamic part of stress in the total vertical

stress component (rvzz=ðrvzz þ rhzzÞ � 100%) at three dif-

ferent particles throughout the simulation. From the initial

locations of the three particles, we can see particle A and B

are in the potential flow area with A closer to the surface,

particle C is deep inside the granular body, subjected to

less deformation in the collapse. In the collapse, dynamic

stresses at particle A and B are significant, indicating

partial fluid-like behaviours. For a short period, the

dynamic stress accounts for the whole stress (percentage

reaches 100 %), which means the granular material

behaves like a pure Bagnold-type fluid. With collapse

coming to its end, the significance of dynamic part reduces,

the granular material behaves more and more like solid.

Once granular mass finally reaches static packing, dynamic

stress part disappears and stress components are all

developed by frictional contacts. Comparison between

particles A and B shows that dynamic stress is usually

larger at particle A, indicating particles near the right

surface are more fluid-like in the collapse. At particle C

deep in the granular body, the dynamic stress components

are very close to zero. The material is solid-like and does

not undergo fluid-like flow.

The proposed unified model bears essential difference

with Bingham model or pure Bagnold-type model. It can

account for the rate-independent solid state accurately with

its hypoplastic component. Material behaviours inside

yield surface are well-defined. In simulations with the

Bingham model or pure Bagnold-type models, materials

will never reach the final static state, creeping is usually

observed. However, in simulations with the unified model,

material can reach the final static state because the final

solid-state is considered with the hypoplastic model. Fig-

ure 14 gives the evolution of runout distance in time. It is

observed that the granular pile reaches final state in about

0.5 s. From then on the granular media is at rest, no creep

is observed.

It is well known that SPH suffers the so-called short-

length-scale-noise, which leads to stress fluctuations in

areas with large deformation [33]. Several methods are

Fig. 8 Velocity profiles: lines indicate reference solutions calculated

from Eq. (35) and markers are numerical results

Fig. 9 Normalized analytical and numerical frictional contact

(hypoplastic) stress. Normal stress is in the left (negative part) and

shear stress in the right (positive part)

Fig. 10 Normalized analytical and numerical collisional stress.

Normal stress is in the left (negative part) and shear stress in the

right (positive part)

Fig. 11 Initial geometry and boundary conditions
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proposed to mitigate this deficiency, e.g. artificial viscosity

and stress regularization. In this paper, only artificial vis-

cosity is used. The stress results at the final state are shown

in Fig. 15. In areas without particle rearrangement, very

smooth stress distributions are obtained. However, in

regions with large deformation, stress oscillations are

observed. Fortunately, it is reported that the kinematics

obtained through SPH are generally satisfactory even with

stress oscillation [33]. This finding is also confirmed by our

simulations. Nevertheless, the stress accuracy is a chal-

lenge for SPH and should be put to further study.

5.3 Granular flow in a rotating drum

A granular mass rotating in a drum is modelled in this

section. The material properties are the same as those used

in Sect. 5.1. The numerical setup is shown in Fig. 16. The

granular flows in the rotating drums are surface flows over

the static grains. The granular quasi-static and dynamic

flowing states coexist in this configuration. The flows in

rotating drums are inhomogeneous in flow depth and

inclination. Therefore, analytical solutions are usually

unavailable.

Three simulations with different angular velocities

x ¼ 0:5, 1.0 and 2.0 s�1 are performed. The rotating pro-

cess of x ¼ 1:0 s�1 is shown in Fig. 17. At first the

granular mass moves with the drum like a solid block

without any deformation. As the surface slope angle grows,

failure occurs in the granular body. As a consequence,

shear band develops, and the first avalanche takes place.

This first avalanche is followed by several small ava-

lanches, and eventually a steady surface granular flow is

observed. Below the surface flow, the granular remains

quasi-static and moves with the drum as a solid block. This

process is further confirmed by the evolution of the max-

imum surface speed, as shown in Fig. 18. The velocity

evolutions under different rotating angular speeds are

Fig. 12 The collapse process of the granular pile. The figures are coloured by equivalent viscosity g

Fig. 13 Change in percentage of dynamic stress part in the total stress

at three particles
Fig. 14 Evolution of runout distance

Fig. 15 Stress distributions in the final state
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similar. The peaks in Fig. 18 mark the first avalanche. As

expected, the appearance of this critical event is delayed

with the decrease of the rotating velocity of the drum. In

each simulation, a steady flow state is achieved after sev-

eral seconds of rotating.

A local coordinate as shown in Fig. 16b is used, and the

flow characteristics along direction z are studied. zy is the

height where flow state changes and zs is the height of the

flow surface; h ¼ zs � zy is the flow depth. In the range of

z\zy the granular mass behaves solid-like, so the velocity

profile is linear. The steady velocity profiles in the dynamic

flowing layer are given in Fig. 19. On a middle cross

section, the velocity direction pointing down the slope is

defined as positive. The velocity profiles for different

rotating speeds are similar in shape but with different

magnitudes. In experiments [31], similar velocity profiles

are observed. The simulated flow rates, flow depths and

average inclinations are summarized in Table 5. In our

flow configuration, the flow rate is calculated by

Q ¼ 0:5x ½R2 � ðR� H0Þ2�, where R ¼ D=2 is the drum

radius. It is found that the flow depth h and average

inclination h changes almost linearly with respect to the

flow rate Q. This observation is also well collaborated with

the experimental results [31].

In the drum the surface flow moves over the solid-like

granular body, so both static and flow states coexist in the

computational domain. In the simulations, the dynamic part

is always taken into account; however, in the quasi-static

zone the calculated collisional stress is negligible that the

dynamic part has no realistic effect on the mechanical

response of the material. In the beginning, there is no flow

and the granular behaves like solid. Phenomena observed

in solids, such as non-isotropic stress tensor and shear

band, are reproduced in the simulations. As shown in

Fig. 20, in the steady flow state the flowing zone, where

dynamic stress part takes effect, can be marked by the

equivalent viscosity defined in Sect. 5.2. In the zones

marked blue, the equivalent viscosity is almost zero.

Therefore, the dynamic part of the constitutive model has

Fig. 16 Numerical set-ups for the simulation of granular in a rotating drum: a initial state; b steady flow state

Fig. 17 The developing process of steady surface flow in the rotating

drum, x ¼ 1:0 s�1

Fig. 18 Evolution of maximum surface velocity
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no realistic effect. As a result, only the solid-like beha-

viours are described by the hypoplastic model. From the

simulations, we can see that the solid-like and flow beha-

viours of granular material are successfully modelled with

the unified approach. The explicit determination of the

solid/flow states is unnecessary. The solid/fluid transition is

achieved naturally in the computation. We do not make use

of concepts such as yield stress or flow initiation criterion.

Therefore, the numerical implementation is greatly

simplified.

6 Conclusions

This paper presents a unified framework for modelling

granular media. The hypoplastic model and Bagnold-type

relation, respectively, employed to consider the granular

frictional contact and collision, are combined to obtain a

complete constitutive model for the entire deformation and

flow regime of granular media. The unified model makes

no use of explicit determination of solid/flow state or flow

initiation criterion. It covers the whole spectrum of gran-

ular state from quasi-static motion to rapid granular flow.

This conversion of motion state is achieved by the coupled

evolution of the frictional contact and collision stress parts.

The solid-like and fluid-like behaviours of granular mate-

rials, as well as the transition between the solid-like and

fluid-like states, are well described by the unified consti-

tutive model.

The SPH is proved ideal for modelling both solid-like and

fluid-like behaviours within a consistent numerical scheme.

The numerical simulation of two element tests shows that the

unified approach captures the salient feature of the quasi-

static and flowing states of granular materials.We proceed to

study three boundary value problems: two granular flows,

one on an incline the other in a rotating drum, and a granular

pile collapse problem. The following observations are made:

(1) In the case of granular flow down an inclined plane, we

have obtained a range of inclinations during which a steady

dense granular flow is observed. The numerical simulation

agrees well with the analytical solution derived from the

unifiedmodel. Moreover, the solutions to this problem in the

present model are well collaborated with those from lðIÞ
model [24, 11]. (2) For the granular pile collapse and the

granular flow in rotating drum, the numerical results show

wealth of various behaviours, i.e. quasi-static motion, shear

band, flow initiation, fully developed granular flow and

granular deposition.

The numerical results in this paper are promising to

handle the complex behaviour of granular flow in a con-

sistent numerical model. We will apply the unified

approach to bulk solids handling in industry and debris

flow in nature. However, some aspects, such as particle

segregation and hydro-mechanical coupling, still need

further investigations to be considered in the unified

framework.
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Fig. 19 Velocity profiles in the flowing layer

Table 5 Summary of the numerical modelling of rotating drum

Rotating speed x (s�1) 0.5 1.0 2.0

Flow rate Q (m2/s) 0.0052 0.0104 0.0208

Flowing depth h (m) 0.046 0.054 0.065

Average inclination h (	) 21.48 22.43 24.81

Fig. 20 Quasi-static and flowing regions in the drum: a x ¼ 0:5 s�1;

b x ¼ 1:0 s�1; c x ¼ 2:0 s�1. The figures are coloured by the

equivalent viscosity g
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